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  . . . – 17 October 2017) and originally named Los Pañuelos (The Little Clothes) but quickly renamed Los Serrano (The
Serrans) in reference to their old style of white suits and red neckties. In the 1980s they were the voice of the Spanish versions
of Peter and the Wolf, Tom Sawyer and Pinocchio among other animation. Career In 1982 Los Serrano became the voices of
the Spanish versions of Peter and the Wolf, Tom Sawyer and Pinocchio. Although they had worked before, for the first time

they achieved a success when they decided to compete in 1983 in the Minisong International contest in Montevideo. They were
two of the six finalists and finally won the contest for their version of the song "Resolver". The album Los Serrano (La

Compañía) was released by EMI Spain that year, with the song "Resolver" reaching no. 1 in the album and number-one in the
radios. In 1985, they reached number-one in the Spanish singles chart for two consecutive weeks, with the song "Es un sueño".

The album Todo el cielo que nos rodea (1985) included the song "Es un sueño". The album was very well received. In 1986,
they were number one in the Spanish singles chart for five consecutive weeks, with the song "Empieza una nueva vida" (1986).

In 1987 they performed in the Eurovision Song Contest in Berlín, where they reached the final with the song "El lobo por el
prado", a song they had composed to replace the original version of "Passion" by the Spanish group Magdalena. The version of

"El lobo por el prado" sung by the duo finished in third place in the contest. In 1987 they were number one in the Spanish
singles chart for six consecutive weeks, with the song "El lobo por el prado". The album El último gran amor (1987) included

the song "El lobo por el prado". In 1988, they won the award for "Best Duo" at the 10th edition of the Viña del Mar
International Song Festival. They also were number one in the Spanish singles chart for three consecutive weeks with the song

"Por siempre, por siempre" (1988). In 1990 they had their last number-one single with the song "P 82157476af
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